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Molecular Infrastructure
The complex ultrastructure of cells—their shape and internal structure—and the many motions of cells are largely supported by filaments of actin. A tangle of cross-linked actin filaments fills the cytoplasm of animal, plant and fungal cells, forming a "cytoskeleton" that gives the cell shape and form and provides a scaffold for organization. Tightly bundled actin filaments provide a sturdy backbone to extrude structures from the cell surface, such as the pseudopods used by amoebas for crawling and the finger-like microvilli of intestinal cells, which extend into the digestive tract and absorb nutrients. As we saw last month, actin also forms the ladder on which myosin climbs, providing the infrastructure for muscle contraction and creating the motion that we experience in our daily lives. Actin is plentiful throughout the body as it performs these basic structural tasks: it may comprise 5 percent of the protein in a typical cell, or up to one fifth of the protein in special cases, such as muscle cells.
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A Dynamic Molecule
Actin has a rare combination of strength and sensitivity. Actin filaments are used in many of the most strenuous structural tasks, but at the same time, actin filaments are easily and continually disassembled. One of the great hallmarks of actin is its dynamic character. Actin filaments are continually built and broken down as the needs of the cell change from moment to moment. In special cases, such as muscle actin or the actin bundles in microvilli, a collection of specialized actin–binding proteins stabilize the filament, forming a more permanent structure. But the bulk of actin in typical cells is in constant flux, constantly forming filaments and breaking down for each new task.

The dynamic character of actin is controlled by a molecule of ATP bound to each actin monomer. The state of this ATP determines the stability of the actin filament. Free actin typically holds an ATP molecule and binds tightly to growing filaments. After attaching, the ATP is broken and the actin subtly changes shape. This new form, with ADP bound, is not as stable in the filament and dissociates more easily. One of the unusual consequences of this behavior is "treadmilling." An actin filament will be continually building at one end, where new actin–ATP complexes are forming strong new connections, and at the same time slowly falling apart at the opposite end, where the actin–ADP form has weakened connections. Imagine the filament growing at one end and dissolving at the other, so that the whole structure slowly steps through the cell but never gets any longer or shorter.
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**Controlled Growth**
Of course, cells cannot have actin filaments growing uncontrollably all over the cytoplasm. The poison phalloidin, from the death cap mushroom, demonstrates what would happen. It promotes the growth of actin and ultimately clogs the cell with rigid actin filaments, causing fatal liver and kidney damage in unwary mushroom lovers. In cells, a variety of actin–severing proteins control the growth of actin, ensuring that the filaments grow only when needed. Two of these actin watchdogs are shown here, with actin in blue, ATP in green, and the actin–binding protein in red and orange. Gelsolin, on the left from PDB entry 1yvn, breaks actin filaments into short lengths when the level of calcium rises. Then, it remains bound to the end, blocking additional growth. Profilin, on the right from PDB entry 1hlu, binds to free actin and keeps it from adding to filaments, also inhibiting growth. Both bind to the actin monomer at a similar location, blocking part of the site that binds to neighboring actin molecules in a filament.
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Exploring the Structure
Large helical protein assemblies, such as actin filaments, are notoriously difficult to study by crystallography, because the filaments do not form perfect crystals. The structures of actin in the PDB all have something bound to them, blocking formation of a filament, so the structures contain only a single actin molecule, not an entire actin filament. PDB entry 1atn, shown at the left, contains a DNA-cutting enzyme (colored pink) that just happens to bind to actin. Actin is a U-shaped molecule with ATP (shown in spacefilling spheres) bound deep in the groove between the two arms. PDB entry 1alm, shown on the right, presents a model of one myosin motor (red and yellow) bound to a short actin filament formed of five molecules (blue), based on data from electron microscopy. The file contains only alpha carbon positions for the proteins, so you'll need to use backbone diagrams like the one shown here when you look at it.